4runner stereo upgrade

Not only does it add a lot more equalizer tuning but the 3 pairs of pre-outs are perfect for adding
amplifiers and subwoofers. The sound processing and support for digital media alone makes
for a significant improvement in sound quality. For this 4Runner, we also ugpraded the front
door speakers to Alpine's S-S65 coaxial speakers which can handle significantly more power
and offer better bass response than the factory paper cone speakers. We also added sound
deadening on the front doors with DB Link's Buzzmat which increases sound pressure levels
and reduces road noise for a more premium feel. We were able to modify and adapt the factory
speaker bracket to install this 6. This JVC unit is our favourite compact powered sub as it
features a full 8" woofer and has a solid metal housing. The W RMS power rating matches some
entry level 12" subs and installation time is significantly less as power can come straight from
the fuse box. Unfortunately we weren't able to install this subwoofer under the driver's seat due
to the low seat height on this generation of 4Runner so we bolted it to the back of the 2nd row
seats. All-in-all, the system in this 4Runner was an affordable way to add a whole lot of
convenience and a noticeable improvement in sound quality. These trucks are very dependable
and are a great choice for camping and other adventures. With the upgrades done to this
4Runner, the car is bound to be a lot more enjoyable on future journeys! Close search. Back to
News. The client wanted a new radio, upgraded speakers and, of course, a subwoofer to deliver
solid bass. After inspecting the vehicle, we proposed a solution that would not only sound great
but look pretty cool. The client loved our plan and gave us the go-ahead to schedule an
appointment to begin the work. The first order of business was to remove the factory radio to
make way for a Kenwood DMXS multimedia receiver. We used a Metra CHG kit to mount the
radio in the dash. This kit has a high-gloss charcoal finish that looks amazing. The radio
includes a screen that displays information like vehicle speed, engine speed, fuel level and
much more. Next on the list was the task of upgrading the front speakers. We added a layer of
SQL Soundmat deadening materials to the doors while we had the interior panels off to upgrade
the speakers. The sound system features a single inch JL Audio 10TW3 subwoofer that is
installed in a custom enclosure at the back of the cargo area. Our team fabricated the enclosure
to optimize the space in the back of the vehicle and to deliver excellent output. With the
fabrication and installation complete, our team set to work tuning the vehicle with the digital
signal processor that is built into the JL Audio VXi-Series amplifier. We used the DSP to set
crossovers, output levels and equalization for each of the five speakers in the system. The
result is a very realistic soundstage that spans the dash of the car, with amazingly realistic tonal
balance. The client was thrilled with the way the system looks and sounds! If you are interested
in upgrading the stereo in your 4Runner, drop by one of our stores in Maple Ridge, Abbotsford
or Chilliwack. You can also reach our team by e-mail using our online contact form. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email.
This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Our team
carefully deconstructed the dash for the radio installation. The small enclosure took up minimal
storage space. Firing the subwoofer to the floor helps protect the subwoofer and provide a
good loading situation for the cone. Share this: Twitter Facebook. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Footer Abbotsford Abbotsford 2 - Clearbrook Road.
Chilliwack Chilliwack Yale Road. Remember Me? Site Navigation. Looking to put a double din
and some upgraded speakers in my 99 limited, but I don't want any subs or goofy crap
cluttering up my nice stock interior. So basically I'm trying to keep my door speakers covered
by the stock speaker grilles and keep the head unit looking nice and simple and clean. I likes
these head units from pioneer and kenwood and Rockford speakers, can anyone with more
experience in the audio arena tell me if it will all fit and work nicely? All my audio installs in the
past have been crazy setups where nice factory interiors were junked so I want to go the
opposite direction with this one. A good tool to use is Crutchfield's "outfit my car". Input the
info about your car, and it'll list all that fits, and what is needed to make certain things fit. Then
you can find those items on Amazon, or just get them from Crutchfield. You said you didnt want
one, but take a look at slim powered subs. Easy to install mine is under the drivers seat, look at
build for info and add a good deep sound to music, without shaking the neighbors house.
Thanks for the info, I'm definitely gonna run RCA's and such under the carpet just in case I
decide to add a sub eventually. I was thinking about building a steathbox for the compartment
in the back passenger side cargo area, but for now I just need an upgrade. BB code is On.
Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All company, product, or
service names references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User
Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. SaltyNaulty Member. View Public Profile. Find More Posts
by SaltyNaulty. Millerad Senior Member. Find More Posts by Millerad Posting Rules. Similar

Threads. Stereo Upgrade. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register
Now! Become a Sponsor. Toyota engineers are renowned for building reliable long lasting
vehicles, known for the infamous 2JZ, a virtually indestructible truck , and the million-mile
Tundra. After previously completing the infamous dash speaker upgrade from the forums, it left
me hungry to upgrade the remainder of the audio system. Subsequently, leading to a full audio
overhaul of the 4Runner. While some owners have used a full kit, like that of OEM Audio Plus
full thread on tr4 , or pieced together their own, a variety of ways exist for improving the stock
audio system. In this post, we also look into examples of a complete system upgrade. The
easiest and most effective way to dramatically increase your listening pleasure is to choose
higher quality source files. Explore your settings in your music streaming apps, and if possible
select a higher audio quality or bit rate, using as little compression as possible. TIP: Cambridge
audio created a well-rounded playlist, that is also available on Spotify, to test on your audio
system. Most factory speakers are made from cheap materials, and paper which is easy to
power with inexpensive amps. Their sound is tolerable, yet leaving you unsatisfied, and worse,
can distort over time. Install more on that here. Next in line would be the door speakers.
However, after sifting through threads on the 4Runner forum, it seemed as if others had
negative results when continuing to upgrade the others. Advising others to stop after doing the
dash. A separate amplifier and new speakers go together like peanut butter and jelly. With a
proper amplifier, you are able to get the best performance out of your new speakers. Amplifiers
achieve this by providing more, clean power, over the stock head unit. Adding an amplifier to
higher quality speakers will make a dramatic difference in sound quality. Have you noticed that
your vehicle sounds great when parked or driving slow, but at highway speeds, it sounds
different? Wind and exhaust can drone and muddle sound quality. Sound deadening materials
create road noise operation to create a more immersive environment, creating a barrier to the
outside noise of your exhaust, tires, and wind. Allowing you to casually listen to your music
without blasting it over environmental sounds. A dedicated subwoofer will relieve the other
speakers of the duty to fill on those low tones, trying to add bass. The subwoofer can be tuned
to your preference, either overpowering, booming the rest, or subtly complimenting the rest of
the system. A dedicated equalizer allows you the ability to really dial in your sound, eliminating
peaks, polishing bass, to get the acoustics just right. A new head unit will allow you preference
and features to fit your lifestyle, as opposed to the sound of your system. For those of us that
log large amounts of seat time, either adventuring or commuting, a full upgrade would be well
worth the investment. Increasing the audio bliss from each song, podcast or even audiobook.
Knowing what types of products I would need to invest in inspired me to search for a
comprehensive system that would pair well for the 4Runner. Bestowing on me arranging the
wiring, cutting, splicing, and where to mount all these items in my vehicle, especially the
subwoofer. After installation, all of these components would need to be tuned to work
harmoniously together. Like high-performance engines, audio systems need tuning to achieve
their optimal performance. What intrigued me about OEM Audio Plus was that they had a
specific kit that is plug-and-play, even coming with a prewired harness. No cutting, measuring,
or splicing, all of which saved me time. The speakers they manufacture in-house are specifically
engineered with one another in mind complementary frequency response and tailored to
produce the best sound for my vehicle. The accompanying amplifier and digital sound
processor would already be tuned for my 4Runner, even taking into account the interior
materials used cloth vs Softex and acoustics within the cabin. Even including a form-fitting
subwoofer enclosure, all with an OEM look, barely taking up excess cargo space. Going the
direction of an OEM Audio Plus system would definitely save me the time and headache of
attempting to do this all on my own. Or for those that seek a high quality professionally tuned
upgrade, with little guesswork, and formed fit subwoofer, an OEM Audio Plus system might just
be for you. The latest in new 4Runner parts, products and gear. You also get a leg up on vendor
specials, free gear, giveaway notifications, and more. Our newsletter is pretty much the best
thing you'll ever read! Great information. Is the sub enclosure from OEM. It looks different from
what is on their website. Hi Frank and crew! Planning on buying Venture edition in spring. I am
not sure of the direction that Toyota is going to go with their new head units and what file
formats are going to be supported. An aftermarket head unit will produce better file format
support, audio quality, and a better user interface in the long run. Good work Frank! Wrote to
them twice with a very simple question. They never answered. Questionnable client service?
Lack of interest? I am disappointed. Wow, I am surprised that you have had that issue, each
time I have called or emailed regarding other questions I have known them to get back to me, or
others I have known to contact them they usually reply pretty promptly. I would also suggest
calling them too. Nice sharing for how to do the install a subwoofer , amplifier and enclosure on
the car or vehicle right location to perfect setting. It is a very helpful post for those who want to

fix a subwoofer on their rider location. Hello guys, My name is Maria Lena. Now a day we are
going on modern to modern generation. Everybody likes to purchase form online to this time.
We are always helping you for getting the best. I like what you said about looking at upgrading
your sound system as a fun or challenging project, rather than just a way to look cool. Does
anybody have a wiring diagram for the JBL package on installing new amps speakers and sub I
would need to tap in the wires for the factory amp. I installed the Reference q just over a week
ago. You have no idea the level of excitement and satisfaction I had when I turned the truck on
immediately after install and heard the system for the first time. I had planned on putting Focal
in my truck and was a little worried this system which I had just recently learned about was new
and overhyped. Ash, I have the same system in my 4Runner and it is an excellent system. The
sound quality is significantly better than the factory system. The bass produced by the sub
compliments the sound, but it is not deep. It is not designed to rattle your windows. I hope you
find this helpful. Not sure if it can do the job. I know what you mean. Love the 4Runner
Lifestyle? My name is Frank and I have a passion for photography, camping, and long road
trips. My 4Runner is my daily, weekend warrior and ticket to adventure. Notify of. Inline
Feedbacks. January 15, pm. December 30, am. Frank - fdrebelo. January 4, pm. December 13,
pm. December 10, am. December 10, pm. Adam H. November 27, am. November 27, pm. Best
shallow mount subwoofer. September 9, am. Last edited 5 months ago by Best shallow mount
subwoofer. August 27, am. Mindy Jollie. July 11, pm. Mike tam. June 17, pm. March 21, pm. Ben,
can you please describe the bass to me? Can you actually feel it? March 23, am. March 19, pm.
March 21, am. Start typing and press Enter to search. Questions or Comments? Your Email. Our
content is pretty fire! We will never spam your inbox or sell your data. Remember Me? Site
Navigation. Experts say to only use the same size subs I am just curious if anyone has tried
other wise? I plan on using banana wires RCA , and hiding the amp inside the rear panel to
maintain storage in the rear. Duc Hunter. I would only because the stock sub is not loud or low
and is very muddy. I would probably use the inputs from the stock sub to drive signal to you
new one too. An upgrade is always good though Originally Posted by SCRunner Where's T?
He's always talking about bong rips in his posts. I thought he would be all over this post by
now. Yes, disable the stock sub. You can use different size subs in a system but you need an
EQ and real good hearing to notice the difference. For your system you should just use the
audiobahn. I have a limited and I am looking to upgrade the stereo, I want to install a unit that
will look from the factory. As I live on Guam we do not get the feed for the Nav systems that are
the rage now. I would still like the full screen so that I can watch movies, and an I phone, I pod
hook up and blue tooth, I am looking at putting all new speakers and amps as well. Apprecaite
all the insight. Check out the Pioneer double din dvd units, they're awesome. BB code is On.
Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All company, product, or
service names references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User
Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by hoss. Duc Hunter
Member. Find More Posts by Duc Hunter. Find More Posts by T? Stereo I have a limited and I am
looking to upgrade the stereo, I want to install a unit that will look from the factory. Find More
Posts by gmaneod. Visit 97BlackAckCL's homepage! Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Stereo
Upgrade. First Post - New '05 4Runner, looking for ways to upgrade the stereo. User Name:
Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Log in or Sign
up. Toyota 4Runner Forum [4Runners. Welcome to 4Runners. You are currently viewing as a
guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Has Anyone Fit 4" Speakers
in the Dash? Post Reply. Any red flags with that idea? GeorunnerSLO , Dec 12, I usually change
the speakers too if I'm doing a new HU. I like the stick head unit actually, just not the sound. Get
a JL 5-channel amp and do new speakers in the front and rear doors and add a sub. We have
speakers in the rear hatch but I might just forget those altogether. Bullminner , Jun 19,
RusPro17 , Jun 20, GuoRilla , Jun 20, For anyone with the non-JBL system with the 8 speakers,
is there an amp somewhere or do all the speakers run off the head unit? Bullminner , Jun 21, I
just found out about it tbh. GuoRilla , Jun 21, Has anyone had the head unit out and messed
with the speakers in an '18 yet? I had a headunit and subs in my 06 tacoma and I feel like even
with the stock speakers, the taco was still way louder than the new 4runner. Bullminner , Jul 10,
RusPro17 , Jul 11, Bullminner , Jul 11, I understand what you mean. I know there is not enough
info out in the OEM Audio plus system. I read over in the other 4runner forum the one person
said he was not happy with that system. But everyone is different. Good luck. Post something
when you decide and let us know. GunRunner and Bullminner like this. You can check out
tacotunes, they have a video explaining the wiring of the rear speakers. Basically, the rear hatch
speakers are wired in series with the rear door speakers stock. You should be able to keep it
that way. But taco tunes does have some good stuff for 4runners, and turnkey systems. Show

Ignored Content. FingerLakes 3. Audison Bit Ten D Processor. Carlinkit 2. Username or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? However, until I commit to a full system upgrade like from OEM Audio
Plus , I chose to start small and test out swapping my OEM dash speakers with a much better
coaxial speaker, that has a woofer cone, and integrated tweeter. These new speakers will add a
higher bass output, and enhanced midrange performance. Start by removing the stock dash
speaker grille. You may use an interior trim tool here , however, I was able to work a small flat
head screwdriver in the gap, and proceed to pop off the two front clips. TIP: I used electrical
tape on the end of the screwdriver as to not scratch the factory dash. Using a 10mm socket
wrench, remove the two bolts holding down the factory dash speaker to the speaker mount. For
the rest of the installation, I masked off the area around the speaker as to not scratch it while
installing the aftermarket speaker. The blue female connector is held onto the speaker by
several clear clips. Using a set of cutting pliers, cut off the clear clips. The only thing holding
the blue OEM connector to the speaker now is an adhesive. Work a flathead screwdriver
between the blue connector and OEM speaker, breaking the adhesive bond and fully separating
the two. Using the cutting pliers, cut the two wires as close to the OEM speaker as possible.
Working the OEM crossover out, remove with needle nose pliers. With the OEM crossover
removed, I was able to solder a bypass between where the factory crossover once was. Gently
strip the ends of the two wires from the OEM blue connector. Lengthen the factory wires with
new wires, solder ends, and add heat shrink. Repeat to other side. The Infinity cfx I used
recommended the used of a supplied crossover. I attached the new crossover inline, with the
same black wire of the previous OEM crossover, using butt connectors. Also supplied with my
infinity speakers was an adhesive foam strip to add around the edge of the speaker. I chose to
add mine, whether or not it will make a difference for our application. Using a pair of tin snips or
another comparable tool cut away at the factory connectors to help adapt our new speakers to
fit in the dash location. Connect factory audio harness to the blue connector, and gently place
into the dash, lining up holes of the factory bracket and new speaker. Reuse the factory 10mm
bolts and tighten down with 10mm socket wrench. Lastly snap on, the speaker grille. Utilizing
one of the OEM speaker mounts previously the passenger side right piece of the speaker mount
, invert and attach to the left side of the cavity, into the dash, tightening down lightly. Gently
place the new speaker down into the dash. The left side will line up with the factory mount that
we modified, and the right side of the speaker will line up with the threaded hole in the dash that
was previously for the OEM mount itself. Tighten down all three two screws and one bolt with a
10mm socket wrench. Lastly, snap on speaker grille. NOTE: This side is open to interpretation,
others have made their own bracket, extending the holes for better fitment. However, I was able
to still achieve fitment by reusing the OEM bracket. With the new speaker sitting slightly higher,
it will be a snug fit. If you would like a little more piece of mind knowing there is a gap in there,
you can shave down the plastic ring under the speaker grille. Replacing the dash speakers
solved many of the problems with the OEM audio system. Before, the old OEM dash speakers,
sounded muddled and cruddy, diminishing further in quality at higher volumes. After swapping
out the OEM tweeters, I am pretty impressed by how much the audio quality increased! The
largest improvement I noticed has been in music particularly containing guitars, drums, piano
or strong vocals. Overall, these speakers transformed the muddled crud of the highs and mids
into a sharp, crisp, detailed sound. I was surprised how much detail I was missing out on with
the previous OEM tweeters. I was amazed at the general increase of quality as the whole track
played. The drum kit and cymbals were detailed, sharp, with a wonderful crispness with each
hit. The audio even retained its quality all the way up to max volume. For me, the benefits of this
mod far outweigh the cost or time I put into the installation. Keeping in mind that this is NOT a
plug-and-play application. The most difficult part was fabricating a new speaker harness and
fitting these much larger 3. The latest in new 4Runner parts, products and gear. You also get a
leg up on vendor specials, free gear, giveaway notifications, and more. Our newsletter is pretty
much the best thing you'll ever read! Would there be another plug and play option that you
would recommend beside the Subaru ones? Nice write up! I have a new to me 4runner and I did
this install with the Infinitys today. I used a piece of sheet metal to make my own bracket for the
outer side and just screwed the inner side down opposite of your right speaker adaptation. I
made adapters and used supplied capacitors as per your instruction or close to it. It has 4 wires
2 positive, 2 negative for the tweeter harness. I would wrap them with electrical tape. Do the
same for negatives So your tweeter will have 4 wires going to it. And 2 for negative Black and
stripes are negative. Solid red and white are positive. Great write up, thank you!. May I ask do I
see a crossover already soldered to the speaker? If not, what is that used for? When I tried my
new speakers with or without the factory crossover, I cannot hear any difference. Were you
referring to the capacitor? The job of capacitors is to allow only the high frequencies to pass,

and cut out some of the lower frequencies. Hey Frank, thanks for the tutorial. It was nice to have
one source for the full install and some guidance on modding the mount for reuse. Did your
speakers come with that uF capacitor? I think that will be filtering lots of audio that the speaker
is capable of handling with the power of the stock headunit. The 4. Hi Dane! I do think that the
speakers are able to handle the sound without the capacitor, however since it was supplied
inbox from Infinity, I included it as per manufacturer suggestion. I carefully bent the little strips
of steel so they kept the new speakers at about the same elevation as the originals. Screwed the
one in directly as shown in this post. I also bought the wire harness from Taco Tunes. I
considered this swap too. However, the reason why I chose the Infinity component speaker is to
add some more midrange into the mix as well. I am going to attempt the install in a few days. Do
you think the TacoTune harness is needed? Also, is there any way to contact you quickly if I
have an issue? If not, no big deal. I adapted the factory speaker components to build a new
harness for the new component speakers. I received the harness. However, the larger terminal
blade was similar to the OEM positive blade and the smaller blade with the negative on the OEM
tweeter. The instructions I followed had my capacitor ibetweenthe positve side and the positve
terminal of the speaker. Did you use the capacitors? I have the jbl club speakers for this mod
coming too. How does it sound after the install? Vocals good? Good replacement for the
stocker tweeter functions? Terry, I reused the stock capacitors when I made the new harness in
Step 3. It sounded great after the install, and a better replacement for the stock tweeters. Did
you put a bass blocker in? Looking at a few other threads about a front speaker upgrade and a
lot of people are saying putting a bass blocker in helps the sound a lot. I read the same opinions
in most speaker threads as well. I tested the speaker with, and without the capacitor. Without
the capacitor, the speaker was active across a larger frequency, and I have no doubt that it
would most certainly be able to handle the frequency and power that was originally sent to the
stock tweeter. However, in the end the reason why I decided to install the capacitor, was
because it was recommended by the manufacturer Infinity in the instructions. I wish I could
answer this question! The 5th gen has been my first 4Runner, and this has also been my first
foray into replacing speaker components myself. Nick, I am interested in the Harness that you
are mentioning to make this a little easier. Could you send me a link to the exact one you are
referring to? Thanks in advance. PART 1. Removing the Stock Dash Speaker Passenger Side
Step 1: removing the stock dash speaker grille Start by removing the stock dash speaker grille.
Step 2: remove the two bolts holding down the factory dash Using a 10mm socket wrench,
remove the two bolts holding down the factory dash speaker to the speaker mount. Step 3:
Remove the factory speaker, and unplug it from the OEM connector. Remove the factory
speaker, and unplug it from the OEM connector. Step 4: Remove the factory speaker mount with
10 mm socket wrench. Step 5: mask off the area around the speaker For the rest of the
installation, I masked off the area around the speaker as to not scratch it while installing the
aftermarket speaker. PART 2. Step 4: Modifying the OEM Speaker Bracket Using a pair of tin
snips or another comparable tool cut away at the factory connectors to help adapt our new
speakers to fit in the dash location. PART 3. Verdict: Replacing the dash speakers solved many
of the problems with the OEM audio system. Is it worth it? Love the 4Runner Lifestyle? My name
is Frank and I have a passion for photography, camping, and long road trips. My 4Runner is my
daily, weekend warrior and ticket to adventure. Notify of. Inline Feedbacks. February 1, pm.
Nack Jickelson. October 19, pm. September 29, pm. September 30, pm. Zachary Plavsic. May 28,
am. Hi Frank long time listener first time commenter. Your page is amazing firstly! I have a
limited which has the JBL system. I wonder if this works with that. Any insight? Frank fdrebelo. June 5, am. Tom Leung. April 27, pm. May 17, pm. January 25, pm. January 26, pm.
April 27, am. May 1, pm. April 21, pm. Great work. Just finished Sounds great. Do you have the
same tutorial for the doors? April 24, pm. I will have a tutorial coming up for the doors soon in a
new article. April 9, pm. Thanks so much for the guide. Got it installed in about 3 hours
following this. Randy Sherwood. March 31, pm. March 2, pm. March 5, am. March 2, am. Hey
Frank. I truly appreciate all the info you have compiled on this website. Thanks again. November
20, pm. November 21, pm. Craig Kauzlaric. December 8, pm. December 10, pm. Shane Minner.
March 9, am. March 16, pm. Graham Rex. September 25, pm. September 26, pm. September 12,
pm. September 14, am. Frank Rebelo. August 2, pm. Larry steven Broad. August 1, am. What
size and kind of speakers do you recommend for my 3rd gen 4runner? July 9, am. July 15, pm.
Fred Schwab. July 7, am. Great write-up Frank. Think I have to do this. July 8, pm. June 30, pm.
Trey Gray. December 6, pm. July 12, pm. August 10, pm. June 29, pm. Start typing and press
Enter to search. Questions or Comments? Your Email. Our content is pretty fire! We will never
spam your inbox or sell your data. Our speakers were honed out of a rigid performance criteria
akin to how high-end audio loudspeakers are designed. This level of design and engineering
allows us to replace the stock speakers with complete drop-in speaker replacements that

deliver seamless, full-range, detailed sound reproduction of instruments and voices without
localizing the speakers - a trait commonly associated with fine high-end home audio speakers.
Subwoofer design is tailored specific for the 5th generation 4Runner. You can expect deep,
impactful bass reproduction as long as it's in the recording. We carefully took into
consideration all the essentials necessary to create a system capable of reproducing a very
high degree of detail, transparency and dynamics without compromising the integrity of the
vehicle. Feel free to give us a call if you have any questions or requests: Facebook Google
Instagram. REAR 6. Amplification Clean, unadulterated, undistorted power. Clean, clear and
crisp sound achieved without requiring a massive power amplifier. Plug and Play No splicing,
no cutting, no guesswork. System Specs listed on Build Page. Reference Specs listed on Build
Page. Questions or Requests? Long term ownership of a 4th Gen Toyota 4runner is very
common due to their reliability and the fact that they do their job so well. The problem with
owning one for many years is that certain things can become rather outdated. One of the
biggest examples of this is the factory head unit and its lack of modern features. Upgrading the
stereo to be able to use apps like Android Auto and Apple Carplay can be done by swapping out
the OEM head unit with a modern aftermarket one. There are many head units that will give you
access to Bluetooth calling, navigation, Spotify, and lots more. The head unit is the only thing
you need to replace to update the audio in your 4th gen 4runner. The rest of the system can be
kept â€” you can even retain the optional JBL Synthesis system including the original amp,
subwoofer, and steering wheel controls if you wish. If you have some experience with working
on cars and a little common sense, this can absolutely be a DIY job. If not, you might want to
have a professional install it for you. I wanted to do both, so this is a list of everything I needed:.
I also used these connectors that Crutchfield recommended which made the minimal wiring
required a breeze. Double DIN touch screen models are the most common to upgrade to and the
4runner can fit them easily. There are lots of great aftermarket options available from
companies like Pioneer, Kenwood, and Alpine. It offers all the features needed to modernize the
stereo in a 4th gen 4runner and then some. It also includes a Bluetooth microphone and a USB
extension cable to connect your phone. The iDatalink Maestro interface module offers you 3
benefits:. Buying the matching Toyota adapter harness will give you all of the proper
connections needed with only some minor wiring required. This allows you to have a selection
of gauges on your head unit that show things like tire pressure, water temp, engine load, and
vehicle speed. From what I understand, this only works on and newer 4runners. The
flush-mounted USB por t is completely optional here. Pioneer includes a USB extension with
their head unit so you can just use that and stash it in your glove box or center console. A
parking brake bypass like the APPS2car is also optional but in my opinion, a good idea. Some
people online claim that the Pioneer unit picks up the vehicle speed and still refuses to play
video even with the bypass. The install is simple as long as you stick with the right parts that I
mentioned above. Using the proper harness for the Maestro RR eliminates the need for most of
the wiring. For most gearheads, this will be a simple DIY project that can be done in an
afternoon. First, make sure you eject any CDs from your factory head unit. The 2nd step is to
turn the volume up on your factory head unit. From what I understand, this has something to do
with the amplifier. The last thing to do before you get started is to disconnect your battery.
Open the center console and pull the trim around the gear shift up. There are no bolts holding
this in â€” just clips. Disconnect the wiring harnesses going to the switches heated seats, DAC,
rear air suspension. Remove the panel and place it out of the way. The little storage
compartment below the climate controls is next to go. All you need to do here is open it and pull
upward. This just clips in but they might be a little stubborn. Take it easy, but you might need to
give it a little force. There is one single bolt holding this in that can be accessed now that the
storage cubby is gone. Unscrew that and remove the panel. There is a bit of a trick to this â€”
start at the bottom and pull it up and out to remove the lower clips. Then you can grab it from
the top and pull it the rest of the way out. This might require some force but be careful.
Disconnect the harness going to the back and put the panel to the side. There are a pair of
10mm bolts on the bottom of this panel. The top is held in with clips and comes out pretty
easily. This panel needs to be removed in order to get access to one 10mm bolt hidden behind it
to remove the dash trim. The big gray dash trim panel needs to be removed next. Aside from the
10mm bolt that was hidden behind the lower panel, there are also 2 more of them right below
the head unit. Once all 3 bolts are removed, you can begin carefully pulling the panel out from
the clips. I found it easiest to start from the bottom and work my way up. Disconnect all of the
plugs on the back and remove it from the dash. The Metra dash kit comes in 3 pieces that need
to be screwed together with the supplied screws. Next, mount it onto the new head unit. I found
out later on after having to remove everything in order to get it to fit right that the metra kit
needs to be pushed as far forward as you can on the head unit. Go to idatalinkmaestro. This will

allow you to flash your Maestro module. You can do this at idatalinkmaestro. Plug your module
in with the supplied USB cable. Unfortunately, they have this set up as one huge document that
includes the guide for every Toyota vehicle. They actually have a 5th Gen 4runner pictured
incorrectly so pay close attention. You can skip over the actual instructions â€” we only need
the wiring diagram here. Next, bring the harness into the vehicle and find the connections that
fit the factory plugs. Plug the Maestro module into the harness and connect the data cable and
the aux cable to the other side of it. Now you should have all the connections you need for the
back of the Pioneer unit including the factory radio antenna, USB extension, white and red RCA
cables, microphone, and the Pioneer harness. The supplied clip would work well here but I
chose to run the wire across the top of the windshield and mounted the mic to the top of the
rearview mirror. There are 2 reasons why I chose this location for the mic. If you have a
passenger and you both want to talk to whoever is on the phone, a central location makes more
sense. I chose to add a flush-mounted port on my dash trim by drilling a hole but you can stick
with just the supplied cord if you want. The biggest problem I ran into throughout the entire
install was having enough space for all the extra wiring behind the head unit. These were the 3
adjustments I made that allowed me to have all the clips and bolt holes in place. Even with that,
it still took s
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ome fiddling to get it all put together. Just take your time and make whatever adjustments you
need to in order to make everything fit. This is a good time to test your head unit to make sure
everything is functioning properly. If everything works, you can button the rest up. The hard
part is over. I found that despite keeping all of the factory JBL speakers, amp, and subwoofer,
the audio quality improved by quite a bit. The links at the top of this article will send you to all of
the correct products needed for this install. I replaced just the head unit with a kenwood, but it
seems like i lost a lot of volume in the process. Do I need to replace the amp? Great post. Did
you ground parking break bypass, aftermarket wiring harness and pioneer harness together
using the posi connectorâ€¦.. Wich bundle should i buy to ad a back up camera? You can buy a
separate back up camera and plug it right in. Just connected the parking brake bypass together,
the other harnesses are already grounded.

